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UTL5S Bulldozer Tires
The UTECH UTL5S is a premium L-5 loader and dozer tire pattern with extra deep tread patterns. It is engineered with
superb cut resistance, long tread life and enhanced stability and riding comfort in severe applications such as mining

and quarrying.

Parts Details Of UTL5S Bulldozer Tires

Extra deep tread and extra deep lugs:

 The extra deep tread offers superb cut and impact resistance, as well as maximum wear capability.

 The extra deep lugs deliver excellent traction.
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Architecture enhanced with high tensile steel belt package and solid centerline section for superior
impact resistance and higher load capacity:

 The solid centerline section makes it ideal for heavy duty applications, and it takes on heavy load easily and
sustains longer wear life in quarrying and mining.

 High tensile steel belt package built-in for better impact and puncture resistance.

Extra heavy sidewall and square shoulder designed for better cut resistance:

 The square shoulder design pushes debris aside and protects the sidewall from cuts and damages.

 Extra heavy sidewall is designed to resist cut and snags.

Spcifications of UTL5S Bulldozer Tires

Size
Star

Rating
TRA Code Rim

Section width Overall Diameter Tread Depth
Load Index & Speed

Symbol
Type

in mm in mm 32nds mm

20.5R25 ★★ L5 17.00/2.0 20.51 521 60.94 1548 86 68 193A2 TL

23.5R25 ★★ L5 19.50/2.5 23.5 597 65.87 1673 98 78 201A2 TL

26.5R25 ★★ L5 22.00/3.0 26.5 673 70.79 1798 111 88 209A2 TL

29.5R25 ★★ L5 25.00/3.5 29.53 750 75.59 1920 120 95 216A2 TL

35/65R33 ★★ L5 28.00/3.5 35.04 890 81.69 2075 120 95 217A2 TL
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